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For a quantum lattice system, the k-mode fluctuations of observables in a quasi-local
C*-algebra A and a state w are studied, and shown to be normal under mild cluster
conditions.

1.

Introduction

Fourier series transforms
of operators
are widely used in the physical literature.
In [l], we gave a meaning
of these Fourier
transforms
for product
states via a
noncommutative
central
limit theorem.
The case Ic = 0 was treated
before [2-4]
and leads to a mathematical
setup of the theory of fluctuation
operators.
For Ic # 0,
the k-dependence
changes the local character
of the fluctuations,
such that a new
proof of the central limit theorem
must be conceived.
Here we give the theorem
of Fourier transforms
for non-product
states, which however do satisfy mild cluster
conditions.
It turns out that if Ic # 0, the usual cluster condition
(see (4.9) below)
can be weakened.
The paper is set up as follows. First we prove the central limit theorem for k # 0,
but for strong clustering
(see (4.9)). The proof is performed
in such a way that it
can be repeated
after having relaxed this condition
for the state (see (5.3)).
The systems under consideration
are quantum
lattice systems, i.e. we consider the
lattice Z” and a one-site
C*-algebra
A, of observables in each lattice site 2 E Z”.
For each finite A c E’“, the tensor product
BzEA A, = dA is the C*-algebra
of
the observables
measurable
in the volume A. The local algebra of observables
of the
system is given by Uh Ah = A. For more details we refer to [5].
The group Z” of space translations
acts as the group {T&X E Z’} of *-automorphisms of A = Uh Aa by
A E An + T,A E

dA+z, XEZ".
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We assume that w is a state on A = U,, AA which is extremal translation
such that for all z E iZ”
war, = w,

invariant,

and for all A, B E A,
,$.m w(AT,B)

= w(A)w(B).

The proof of our central limit theorem is an adaptation of the Bernstein argument
used in 13, 41.
2.

A BCH formula

The first result imposes no conditions on the state w. It is a statement about convergence in norm. Theorem 2.1 below is a consequence of the normal scaling IA,I-1/2
of the local fluctuations F:(A) (2.1). The BCH-type formula (Baker-Campbell-Hausdorlf) will be essential in order to determine the limiting algebraic CCR structure of
the fluctuations.
We fix a Ic E [0, ~1” and define for every A E da the local /c-mode fluctuations
F,(A)
The w-dependence

= jA,l-“2

cos kx [TJA] - w(T~[A]) II].
c
x&L

of the local fluctuation
A, =

(2.1)

is implicit. We use the notation

[-?a,n]” n Z”,

(24

and IA, 1 is the number of lattice sites in A,.
THEOREM 2.1. Let A,B E &+
the arbitrary state w, then

lim

and F:(A),

F,(B)

be their local fluctuations in

eiJ’,k(A)eiF:((B) _ eiF,k(A+B) e-i[F,k(A) 1F,(B)1

Iz’cm /I

= 0.
I/

(2.3)

Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that w(A) = w(B) = 0. To arrive at the
general case, replace A by A-w(A) II, and analogously for B. For such A, B E A,,+,

II

,iF,k(B)

-

eilh,l-“2(r,[A]coskz

,iF,k(A)

_

,i(F,k(A)+F,k(B))

,-+[F:(A)

,F;(E)]
II

+ r,[B] coskz)

,-+I&-‘iz[A,B](cos

kz)’

XEA,
=

I/ranI-I{e+,l-“aa,

where we introduced

eilA,l-'%,

} -

n {,W

-“2(az +bz) ,-+IAnl-l[az,b,]

XEA,

the notation
T,[A] cos Lx z a2

and

rz [B]coskx E b, .
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Now, let us number the sites in A, from 1 to (271+ 1)” and use the rule
(2n+l)”

(2n+l)”
n

fz-

(2n+l)”

n

9x=

c1=1

x=1

x=1

{ @94

(.fi - 91)

c”“ii’”
fm)
}

mdfl

to rewrite the norm above as the norm of a telescopic sum. Using the triangle and
the product inequalities and the unitarity of the exponentials, we find that
eilA,I-“2a,
XEA,
I

=

n

eilA,l-1/2b, } _

{,w

i/2@, +b,) ,-+lL-l[az,bzl

XEA,

II

eilA,l-“2a_

c
XEA,

c

11 g

eilA,l-1’2b,

_

;(i,A,,-‘/2a$

eilA,l-“2(a,

+ b,)

E -j&ilA,l-1/2b,)m
m=O

XEL
-~$(ilA,l-1/2(az

+ bz))p

c

XEA,

-

II11+i lA,l-1/2
{

[a,

+ b, ]

-jA,l-l[azbz

+ iaz

ll + i lA,l-‘/2

[a” + b,]

-$,lAnlhl

+ ibz]

=PWll)

-i1A,1-3/2

[azbz - bzaz + (a, + b,)2] -i

5XEA,
c lM-3/2 {exP~llaAl)exP(lM)
5 lAJ”2

~~(-flA~,-l~a,,b,l)Pll
q=o

p=o *

=

II

,-;lAnl-l[a=rb,]

[...I

+ .a.

lAnj-3/2 [ . ..]

+ ...

+ exptllaz+ WI) exP($I kdzl

exPwII) [I + exp (f/l [A, B] II)] nZ

III
II)}

0.
0

3.

Normal

fluctuations

DEFINITION 3.1. A translationally invariant state w = w o TV on the algebra A on
Z” has normal fluctuations in the mode k E [0, n]” for a subspace K: of do if
(i) for all A, B E K
C Iw(AT~[B]) - w(~)w(B)l
XEZ”

< co

(Ll-clustering),

(3.1)

(ii) for all A, B E K,, c .Ao+ and t E R
lim w(e itF,(A) ) = e-$s,(A,A)
Tz+ca

(3.2)
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with s,(A, B) = lim, Re w (F,k(A)F~(B)).
Note that condition (i) implies that w is extremal translationally invariant or ergodic.
Proposition 3.3 below proves that sw is automatically well defined because of condition (i).
In Section 4, we prove that if the state w satisfies certain clustering conditions, then it
has normal fluctuations in all k-modes. Here, we assume that w has normal fluctuations
in a fixed mode k E [0, x] and we focus on the algebraic structure of the local fluctuations
F:(A) in the limit n -+ 00. A CCR algebra of macroscopic fluctuations is constructed.
We start by proving a lemma. For ease in notation, introduce
R,(z) = A, r-l (A, - z)
for z E A2n, and its l-dimensional

(3.3)

analog

X,(zj) = [max(-n,

-n - zj), min(n, n - zj)] n %

(3.4)

for zj E [-2n, 2n] II Z.
LEMMA

3.2.Let n E IV0 and z E A2n. For all q E R’ and lc E [O,w]“,

(i)

IA,/-’

c
eiqZ = fi Sqj(n,zj) E fiq(n,z),
j=l
GA*(Z)

(3.5)

(ii)

IA,l-’

c
6L(z)

(3.6)

coska: cosk(z + z) = i&(n,z),

where

fLYqJ
(n, zj) =

exp(-iqjzj)

if qj = 0

(mod 2x),

if qj # 0

(mod 27r),

(3.7)

sin[$qj(2n + 1 - ]zj])]
sin[ iqj]

&(n, z) = i { eikZ[S2k(n, z) + Sa(n, z)]
+e--ikz[6_2k(n, z) + Sa(n, z)]}.
Proof: The exponential

IAnI-’

factorizes (cf. Definitions (3.3) and (3.4))

C
IEk(Z)

eiqz
= fi{(Zn
j=l

+ 1)-l

1
ZjGI”(Zj)

,i

qjzj },

(3.8)
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and each factor is a simple geometric series
2n + 1 - lzj]
c
ciqix3 =
ZJEL(ZJ)

e_4qjzj sin[iqj(2n

+ 1 - ]zjl)]

sin[ iqj]

if qj = 0

(mod 27r),

if qj # 0

(mod 27r),

which proves (i).
Statement (ii) follows from
COSka: COSk(s + z) = i {eikz[eizbr + l] + e-ikz[e-i2k2

+ I]}.

0
The fact that
j6qj(n,zj)]
when qj # 0

2 (2n + 1)-l

-7

0,

(3.9)

(mod 2~) and
(3.10)

(S,j(n, zj)] 5 1
otherwise, will be important in the proof of the proposition
for all fixed z E Z”, q E JR?, and k E [0, F]~,

below. Also note that

(3.11)
(3.12)
where
1 if Ofkjf7r

& =
i

2

if d=Oor

for somej=l,...,v,
kj=sfor

(3.13)

allj=l,...,Y.

At this point we recollect that the factor 1 - ]zjl/(2n + 1) in Eq. (3.7) is the Fejkr
convergence factor and that absolute summability

of a sequence

(f(z))

zEZY implies

Cesbro summability (cf. Appendix A.2)

PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume that the state w on the quasi-local algebra A satisfies
condition (i) of Definition 3.1 of normal fluctuations in the mode k E [0, ~1” for
K C &. Then, for all A, B E K, the limit

;$I~ w (F;(A)*@(B))

= (A, B);

(3.14)
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defines a positive sesquilinear form
inequality
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(,, .),k : K: -+ Cc, which satisfies the Cauchy-Schwan

l(A, B)! I* I (A, A):

(3.15)

P, B):.

More explicitly

(A,

B); = ; & 1

-

(w(A*7,[B])

(3.16)

cos kz.

w(A*)w(B))

z

Proof: If the limit (3.14) can be proven, then the positivity and the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality are obvious by positivity of w and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the state
w. Assume that A, I3 E K with w(A) = w(B) = 0, then by Lemma 3.2
w(F:(A)*F;(B))

= (&I-’

c
w(A*~,_,[B])coskz
W&L

= lAJ1

c
c
&A, &A,-z

= l&J1

c

w(A*~,[B])coskz

w(A*TJB])

c

zEA2n

=

c

XAan

cosky
cosk(s

coskz cosk(z

+ z)
+ z)

z&L(z)

lw(A*T,[B]) - &(n, z).
2

Using the absolute summability of (w(A*T~[B]))~~,~

(assumption (3.1)) and hence the

Cesaro summability, the Proposition 3.3 is a result of Lemma 3.2 together with the
remarks following it. Remember that k E [0, ~1”.

lO#d#~

forsome j=l,...,v:
By (3.1) and the estimate (3.9), only the second and fourth term of (3.8) contribute
in the limit n + CO,

‘=f? c
+,!W*F,k(~))

w(A*T,[B])

; cos ka.

(3.17)

z

l

d=O

orkj=,
forall j=l,...,~:
In this case, all four terms of (3.8) contribute in the limit n -+ co,

=-?c
+:(A)*~:@))
z
Putting the two cases together and remembering
sition is proven.

w(A*~&3])

cos kz.

(3.18)

the definition (3.13) of &, the propo0

DEFINITION 3.4. Separating the real and the imaginary part of the restriction of the
sesquilinear form to K,,,

(A, B);

= &A,

B) + ;&A,

I?),

A, B E Km,

(3.19)
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defines a real bilinear positive symmetric form sk and a symplectic form 0:

&(A, B) =
&A$)

4& c(Re

W(Ar,[B])

z

=&XI

- w(A)w(B))

m w(AT,[B]) cos kz = & $([A,

cos kz,

(3.20)

B])

(3.21)

z

for k E [0, ;lr]” and A, B E I&,.
Note that the simplification in the expression for at arises from the fact that A
and r,[B] commute when z # 0.
The symplectic form (T,
’ has a stronger characterization.
LEMMA 3.5. The commutator of the local fluctuations of one-site observables in
do,,, converges strongly when w is an atremal translationalty invariant state on A.
Let (31,, 7rU,a,) denote the GNS representation of A associated with w, then for all
A, 13 E do,,, and k E [0, T]~,

strong - lim 7r, (~:(A),
n-+Oi,
where

II,

is the unity in

F,“(B)])

= i&4

(3.22)

B) I,,

rw(d).

Proof: Take k E [0, ~1” and A, B E A c,+with w(A) = w(B) = 0, then the commutator of F,(A) and F:(B) is

[F,k(A),F,kW]
= I&l-’ x c
XEA”
=

I&J-’

= a [k-l

c

coskx cosky

[r,[Al,~y[~l]

YEA,

(cos ICX)~T,[A, B]

c
(ei2kz + e-i2kx + 2)~JA,fl].
Xc&l

The result follows by the mean ergodic theorem.
We are now in a position to formulate and prove the reconstruction theorem.

0

THEOREM 3.6 (Reconstruction
theorem). Let the &remaZ translationally invariant
state w on the algebra d on E’ has normal fluctuations in the mode k E [0, n]” for
the subspace K of de (c$ Definition 3.1). Then

lim w (eiF,*(A)) = exp[-$&A,

A)]

for all A E KS,.

(3.23)

V+-CG

The state & is the quasi-free state on the CCR-algebra
determined by the bilinear form SE,

&(Wk(A)) = exp[-;$(A,

A)]

W(K,,

for all A E K,,.

, a:)

which is

(3.24)
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are the Weyl operators; the forms g: and s:
The wk(A),A
E KS,
Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21).
More explicitly, the theorem states that for all AI, AZ, . . . , At E K,,,

are defined

lim w eiF,“(Al) eT!(Az) . ..e iF:(Ai)
= & Wk(Al) Wk(A2). . . Wk(At)).
12’00 (
>
(

in

(3.25)

The state zl, is regular and hence for every A E K,, there exists a self-adjoint bosonic
field @;,(A)
in the GNS representation (l-t;, T;, a;) such that
rzI, (Wk(A))

This implies that in the sense of the central limit (3.25)
to the bosonic fields associated with

(

(3.26)

= exp[i @wk(A)].

W(K,,,

the local fluctuations converge

ok), i& ,
>

CLT -n’i”, F,(A)

= @;,(A).

(3.27)

Proof: We prove (3.25) by induction on I E N0. The basis of the induction is part
(ii) of the assumption that the state w has normal fluctuations in the mode lc (cf.
Definition 3.1).
To prove the induction step, assume that (3.25) holds for some 1 E No and fix
For convenience, let us write eiFi(Al) . . . c?~:(~I-~) e W,. By
AI, A2,...,&+1
E do+.
the BCH formula (2.3)

lim w w n eiJ’i(A~)eiFLkAl+~)_ ei(Ft(A~)fJ’k(Al+~)) e-iIJ?(At),Fk!(At+~)l

n.+cc I(

[

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz
w wne@W+A+d
I (

I>1

= 0,

inequality we derive that

e -+P,W),~,(A+I)I

_ w wne@(A+A+d
>
(

,-+&WI+~

2

>
2

=

w wne&(A~+A~+d
I(

F w(l)w(

[es

,-fP,(Ad>@(A~+dl
[

_e-$~:(At,Ai+~),

I[

l[F:(Az)J,t(A+~I _ e~&h4+d

=2_w( ,+I~%W%‘h+dl

I>1

11 ,-;[~,(Ad,%%+dl

,-~d(A,A~+d

_ w ,-+[F,(A)
(

>

_ e-;&&A~+~)

1

I>

,F:(k+~)l e+:(4,4+,).
>

This expression converges to zero as n + 00 because of the strong convergence of the
commutator. Combining the induction hypothesis and the above result, we find that

= ;,,
= &

(
(

W(A1).

. . W(L& + Al+l))e-$~:(A~~A~+~)

W(A1) . . . W(At) W(At+l)).

The last equality results from the CCR-algebraic

structure of W(K,,,

ok).
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The only thing left to prove is positivity. We take A, B E K,, and use the definitions
of a: and 3: along with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to derive that

4.

A central

limit theorem

In this section, we prove that the &mode fluctuations in a state w are Gaussian
when w satisfies some clustering condition. The condition essentially requires that,
in a sense to be made precise, the state w carries only weak spatial correlations
between far remote regions. Ultimately, one would want a theory that connects the
microscopic interactions in a physical system with the clustering properties of its equilibrium states. Unfortunately, it appears to be very hard to make substantial progress
in that direction in a rigorous framework. Near phase transitions, renormalization
semi-group techniques have provided some tentative, mostly approximative results.
In this section, we impose exactly the same clustering condition on w as in [3, 41
and generalize to the case k # 0 the theorems which were proven there. We use
essentially the same technique to prove the more general theorem. We wish to point
out that the results can be generalized to the case of strictly local observables which
do not necessarily have to be one-site observables.
The idea [6] behind the proof is to divide the hypercube A, with edges of ‘length’
2n + 1 into smaller hypercubes r;Y, with edges of length p(n). In the state w, the
spatial correlations between any two of these smaller hypercubes should then become
negligible as n -+ cm because the minimal distance q(n) between the hypercubes tends
to infinity as n + CO. The hypercubes rY, have to represent the bulk and hence the
ratio q(n)/p(n) has to tend to zero fast enough as n + CO. This Bernstein method
is a standard technique to prove central limit theorems. In Sections 18.4 and 18.5 in
[7], this approach is used to prove some central limit theorems for mixing sequences
of classical random variables.
As in [3, 41, we introduce a clustering function CX, for the translationally invariant state w on the quasi-local algebra A on the v-dimensional lattice E’. This
provides a rigorous tool to quantify the spatial correlations between disjoint regions.
For N, d E R+, define the clustering function
aw(N, d) = sup{ &(A, A’) 1 max{IhJ, [A’l} < N and d(A,A’) > d},

(4-l)

where d(A, A’) is the ‘taxi’ distance between A and A’,

(4.2)
and the function &(A, A’) is a measure for the correlation
A and A’ E D(P) with respect to the state w,

between the finite regions
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MA, A’) = sup{ Iw(AB) - w(&@)l
A

E

1

d(A), B E A@‘), l[All = l[Bll = l}.

(4.3)

The distance of a site 2 E P’ to the origin is

The distance of z to a hypercube A,, with D E FJa, is
(ZID = d({z},

AD).

(4.5)

The clustering function satisfies the following simple properties
a,(N,d)L2

for all N,dER+,

(4.6)

(~,(N,d)>cr,(N,d’)

if d 5 d’,

(4.7)

cr,(N, d) 5 o,(N’, d)

if N 5 N’.

(4.8)

THEOREM.~.~ (Central limit theorem).

If the elgodic (i.e. extremal translationally

invariant) state w on the quasi-local algebra A on E
expressed @ the scaling law

satisfies the clustering condition

371 > 0 1 $mmN112 cr,(N, N”2”N-“)

= 0,

(4.9)

then w has normal fluctuations in any mode k E [O,T]” for &
k E [O,T]~, then
(i) for all A, B E A,

That is to say, jix

--+

I-&WI) - 44w(B)I < 00,

c

(4.10)

ZEZ.”
(ii) for alf A E da,sa,
lim w(e S’,(A) ) __ e-&sE(AJ)
n-co

(4.11)

with sk(A, B) = lim, Re w(Ft(A)F,k(B)).

Before turning to the proof of the theorem,
condition (4.9) is equivalent to
3

v~ >

0

1

lim

d-ice

let us first remark that the clustering

&‘+‘f Qw(d2(“+“),d) = 0.

(4.12)

Either of the conditions imply that the clustering function is summable in the following
sense
(4.13)
~cx,(1212(~+~‘), 1x1)< 00.
I
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Proof: The proof of (i) is straightforward. Take A,B E da and assume w(A) =
w(B) = 0.Using the clustering condition (4.12) and the property (4.8), it then follows
that
c

a!

I4A~z[BI)I5 II4 IIBII c aO> 14) < 00.
2

This proves statement (i) of the theorem and as a result $, is well defined by
Proposition 3.3.
To prove statement (ii), we use a Bernstein argument. Note that the Bernstein
partitioning of A, uses two functions p(n) and q(n) which are of a different order of
magnitude but which both tend to infinity as TZ-+ 00. Their ratio q(n)/p(n), however,
tends to zero in the limit.
Fix 7 > 0 and Q’ > 0 such that the clustering conditions (4.9) and (4.12) are
satisfied. Take A E A,-,+ with w(A) = 0.Define the functions p, q, T, and s for any
n E Na
r(n) = Int[(2n + 1):-‘1]
s(72) = r(n)-‘(2n

= 79(72+-‘I),

(4.14)

+ 1) = ?9(7GfCl),

(4.15)

q(n) = (2n + 1)4-Q = 29(&Q),

(4.16)

p(n) = s(n) - q(n) = ?9(n++Q),

(4.17)

where Int[z] denotes the integer part of x E IL?? and
0 < e1 < min

l/C n’/(W,

2~1 < ~2 < min

vn, &‘/(n’

$/(s

(4.18)

+ 2~)

+ v), i(l

- 8~1/77’)

.

(4.19)

1

The only thing that really matters in these definitions of T, p and CJis their order
of magnitude as n -+ cc. Take note that there is IZO contradiction in the choice of e1
and c2. The requirement that e1 < in’/($ + 2~) is exactly what is needed to make
inequalities (4.18) and (4.19) consistent.
Define t(n)” disjoint hypercubes I2 with edges of ‘length’ p(n),
r; = ZY n @J)zv=l
[-n - l/2 + y%(n), -n - l/2 + y%(n) + p(rZ)[,

(4.20)

where y E R, = (0,1, . . . , r(n) - 1)“. Next, define

r,=
The ‘volume’ IA,1is bounded

I-;,
U
TERTl

a,=n,\r,.

above by

VQ(n) r(n){272 + l)V-1 = ~(7Zy-~~-E~))
while II’,\ = 29(lhnl) = r9(nV).

(4.21)

(4.22)
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For ease in notation,
the notation

we drop the superscript

k which is fixed anyway and use

F,(A) = jAn(-1'21A/1'2F;(A)
= ~h,~-"2~~,[A]co~kz.

(4.23)

XEh
It is important to note that, in this notation, the scaling jA,1-1/2 is determined by the
superscript rz, while z is summed over the region A in the subscript. Remember that

w(A) = 0.Now,

F,(A) = F,“,(A)+F~,(A),

(4.24)

F,nn(A) = c
F;;(A)
yER7l

(4.25)

[F,n7,(A), F;+n

)

(4.26)

@)I = 0.

For ease in notation, we will often drop explicit reference

to A E AQ~,

F,(A)= F;,...
The proof of Theorem 4.1 proceeds in three steps:
Step

1:
Iim IW(e”Fi) _
n-+ccl

Step

(4.27)

= 0.

2:
(4.28)

Step

3:
(4.29)

Proof of Step 1: Using Eq. (A.l) of the Appendix A.l,
1

e

iFt

=

iF”

ds ei4’,,

e rn +

i F’& ei(l-4Fi

,

I

0

ju(eiF2 _ ,p’r” -)I

5

]dsIw(eisFr”n

Fzn ei(l-s)F~)I

0

Iw([eisFG’,,, Fgn]

5

0

ei(l--s)Fk)I+

Iw(F~,

eisFFnpi(l-‘)F~)l}
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where we used the inequality Iw(X)I 5 IlXjl, the product inequality, the CauchySchwarz inequality, and inequality (A.2).
The first term in (4.30) is zero, since [A, T~[A]] = 0 when .z # 0. The second term
in (4.30) is easily seen to tend to zero as n + 00 because of part (i) of the theorem,

5 IhJ1lA,l

c

Iw(AT,[A])I = r9(n-E’-ez).

(4.31)

z
Proof of Step 2: Because of the commutation

properties

(4.26),

exp(iF,“n) = n exp(iFF:).
-YE%
Order the elements
sum’-trick

i

y of R,

from 0 to am

- 1 G

T”

-

1 and use a ‘telescopic

T(n)VQw ((2n
+ 1)“~ Q(n)).

Introduce

the notation

(2n + 1)” = N and make the estimate
T(n)v < (2n + I)+“)

Also, since 0 < ~2 < nv (remember

= +“.

Eq. (4.19))

q(n) = (2n + 1)‘3- E2) = Ni/@‘) N-‘&’

By virtue of the property

>
- N1/@‘)N--rl.

(4.7) of the clustering function, it is clear that

_ n w(e”=:;)l
5Nt-‘lg,(N,
N’/t2”)N--17).
I4-YE&Z
n ;“F”;:)
7E&
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Because of the clustering condition (4.9), this last expression
FZ4 03. Remember that e1 > 0 and N = (2n + 1)“.
Proof of Step 3: Define
h;i(t) = w(e i”F,“;:(A))_

converges

to zero as

Because of Taylor’s theorem, there is a cz(t) E [O,t] such that
f&Y,(t) = h;(O) +

=

t%(0)+ ; t2$$(0)
+$

1 + 0 - +j

t2~([F$12)- i

$$cxw

t3

t3W([F~~]3eiC^“(t)F~~).

Here, t = 1 and we write cY,(l) = c?,. As a result of the above,

Next, we want to use Lemma A.1 from the Appendix A.4 with the substitutions

This will allow us to conclude that
(4.32)

and complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 if we can prove the following three lemmas.
LEMMA

4.2.There is M < 00 such that for all n E N0 and y E R,,

LEMMA

4.3.For all E > 0, there is no E NO such that for all n 2 no,
for all y E R,.

Proof of Lemma 4.2: Reorganizing

the scaling factors, we get

14nY’~(tT:12)) = r(nY’Ihnl-11~~l~(t~~~(A)12)
I ~([J’$W12)T
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where the last expression is nothing but the second moment of the norm&y scaled local
fluctuation F$(A).
This second moment is finite because of statement (i) of Theorem 4.1 (see Sq. (4.10))
w([Fr;12) = IrY,I-’ c

c

w(A~,_,[A])coska:

cosky

XC;: yuy,

= c lu(A~z[A])l
< 00.
L
Proof of Lemma

4.3: From the Cauchy-Schwarz

Because

of Lemma 4.2, the second part
We still have to prove
c, I4A~~[4)I < CXL
n + 00. One would expect it to tend to zero
the fourth moment of a normally scaled local
estimation yields

inequality, it follows that

of the last expression is bounded by
that the first part tends to zero when
as r(n)+, because one anticipates that
fluctuation converges, A straightforward

We formulate the desired result as a lemma where we make the transformation
p(n) H 71 and correspondingly 72H n2/@f2Q).
LEMMA

4.5. For all A in d,,
lim n-2vl(1+2el)
n-00

with w(A) = 0,

c
l4A~z,[G-z, [&z,
~1,=2,~3EAn

Proof of Lemma 4.5: We first mention
(4.12), it holds for all E < 7’ that
lim d” c

d-co

bl>d

PDI = 0.

(4.33)

that because of the clustering condition

CY~(~~(~+~‘),ISI) = 0.

(4.34)
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This can be seen by making the following estimates
d’

c

au(d2(“+‘7’), 1x1) < dc ~c,j"-'cu,(d2("+"~),j)
j=d

lxl2d
<

&

2

CyjV-1aW(j2(V+~‘),j)

5

fJ(d’-9’) d-rqo
0.

j=d

Now, we turn to the proof of Eq. (4.33). We use again a Bernstein-type
Partition the hypercube A,
Aq(n) ’

r:

=

&I

\ A2q(n)

7

A;’

z

A,,,,)

\ A,(n)

argument.

,

where for any real t 2 1, A, = [-t, t]” n Z’. Also, introduce
f’; = A, \ A,(,).
Then

where the elements 7r of Ps are the six permutations
parts in the summation separately.
~1,~2,~3

E A,,,,

of (1,2,3). We examine the four

:

n-2vl(1+2E1)

c
IdA~z1
[+zz [&zz PI)1
21,a,aaq
2~/(1+2El)
(qn) + 1)3V
L IJAIlTX=

CiTl,Z2,X3

E r:

?+l-

2~/(1+2e1)

+)3”)

5 +-u

(1-6d(2+4ed)

:

Since
?I 2 f(2” + 1) = @“)
where, as before IV = (2n + l)“, we can equivalently look at

‘Tz

0.
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5 3 llAj14N-2’(1+2’1)lh,12

c cc&L~,
xcr;

< 3 I(Al14N-2’(1+2”) N2 c a,(lA,l,
XEr:,
s 3 ((A((4 N4’l/(1+2’l) yj
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1~1)
IxI)

4lfulYI)

c

d=q lyl=d
c
a&Ll, Ivl)
Id19
I 3 llAl14
q(n)”c a4l~nLId)1
<
-

3

/IA114 q(n)8”“l[(1-2’z)(1+2E1)1

IYll4

where we choose E such that Bvel/(l - 2~2) < E < r]‘. This is possible because
cl < +/(SY) and ~2 < f(1 - BvQ/$). We want to use Eq. (4.34) to prove that this
expression tends to zero, and hence we need

This inequality is satisfied since
]Anl = (2n + 1)” = q(n)2”‘(1-2’2),
and 2v/(l - 2e2) < 2(v + 7’) because 62 < $/[2(v + $)I by the choice (4.19) of ~2.
We consider the remaining two parts for a fixed, but unspecified, permutation VT.
z,(l), ~(2) E Aq(n) 3 ~(3) E r: :

bWz, L&m [Al~z,[Al)l

n-2V/(1+2E1)
c
~s(l).“s(z)~*~
=x(3)

I

llAl14

= ?9(n-

n-

E +I

(2q(n) + 1)2”(27I + 1)”

2v’(1+2a1)

2~/(1+2el)

442”

<
_

g
>

,fj

n-24ez-2elM1+2el)
(

1.

Again, this expression tends to zero by the choice (4.19) of ez. Alternatively,
could make a sharper estimate by means of the clustering function.
“n(l) E Aq(nj, ~r(2)rq3)
E r: :
We make a further decomposition of the relevant summation

one
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The first term can be bounded by
5 11414~--2y’(1+2E1)(2q(n)
2Y/(lfk)

q(n)3”)

n-2v/(1+2el)

,3L+Q,

= qn= 6

+ 1)” (4q(n)

(
< 6
-

+ 1p

>
7t-C0
_
0

n-v(l-6e1)/(2+4~1)
(

>

The second and third term are bounded by
11414n- 2V’(1+2E1)(2q(n)
= d n-2vl(1+2el)

+ 1)” (4q(n)

+ 1)” (2n + 1)”

q(n)2y n”

(

>

< ,g n-2v(E2-2el)/(1+2el)
(

>

=Y

0.

Finally, let 7r2, 7r3 be the numerical order of 7r(2), 7r(3) and write for convenience
n(l) = ~1. Then the fourth term is bounded by
n-2vl(1+2el)

5

c

n-2"l(1+2e1)llA(14

[Abz,kWzs[AI)I

bWz1

IAnI

[c c+l~l)] [ c
XEA,

IAnI (lAql c
- n-2v’(1+2e1)lJAl14

<

XEr:
I n-2v'(1+281)~~A)~4 IAnI {

%(l,lgl)]

YE&+2

4,lk1q) + [ c %(l,iki)]‘}
e&n

[caa,(1,/xl)]2+ IA,1 c
I

Hz%

au

(2,lbi)}
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The last expression tends to zero because of the summability (4.13) of the clustering
function and because

This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.5.
Proof of Lemma 4.4: It remains to prove Lemma 4.4. We already know (see page
371) that & is well defined because of Proposition 3.3 and statement (i) of the
Theorem 4.1,
sL(A, A) = &nww([F:(A)12).
Now, using the decomposition

(4.24).

4~,W12) = 4[F,,(A> + J%,,W12)= +‘;n12 + KJ” + W’~n)~
It

is easy to see that the last two terms converge to zero as n + 00, because

and

We have already proved (see Eq. (4.31)) that lim,,,
scaling. So, using the decomposition
st(A,A)

+z,12)

=0

(4.25), we get

= j@bnu([F,k12)

= J$iInw([FFn12)

The second term converges to zero because of the property

(4.34),

because of the
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5 11412 c

(Y,(l, 121) =z= 0.
ZE(hZn\Aq)

This concludes the proof of the central limit theorem 4.1.
5.

0

The central limiting behaviour for k # 0

The central limit theorem 4.1 was proven under the condition (4.9) or (4.12). One
would expect, however, that a system in an extremal translationally invariant state exhibits Gaussian k-mode fluctuations for k # 0 even if the state does not satisfy (4.9) or
(4.12) [8, 91.
This is related to the following empirical finding. Consider a physical system in a
critical translationally invariant state. Because of long-range correlations in the local
order parameter field, the Li-clustering condition may not be satisfied at criticality. A
singularity in a susceptibility (e.g. magnetic susceptibility) of the system will appear at
the wave vector k = 0. In other words, the response to infinite wave length perturbations diverges. However, at wave vectors k # 0, i.e. finite wavelengths, the susceptibility
displays no singularities.
As before, A is a quasi-local algebra on the square lattice E’. The state w is an
ergodic (i.e. extremal translationally invariant) state on A, and hence clusters in the
mean. For simplicity, only one mode k E IO, ~1” is considered. From now on, this mode
k # 0 is fixed. The aim of this section is to find minimal conditions on the state w such
that for A E Aa,+ the local fluctuation
F:(A)

= lA,l-1’2

c

cos kx [7,[Al-

w(~z[Al)
I]

XEA,

(5.1)

displays Gaussian behaviour in the limit n --) co,
lim

_
w(e IF;(A) ) _

e-isL(ATA),

n-+00

with s$(A,B)

= lim,Rew(Fk(A)Fk(_B))

(condition

(ii) of Definition

(5.2)
3.1). Or less

ambitiously formulated, in this section we make plausible that one should find Gaussian
fluctuations for k # 0 even in critical states. The argument is an adaptation of the proof
of the central limit theorem 4.1. In that proof, the second and fourth moments of the
fluctuations have to be estimated. The principal idea is to improve on the estimation and
as a result allow a relaxation of the imposed clustering conditions. The improvement is
obtained by ‘partially summing’ the k-dependent part of the moments before proceeding
with the estimation. The remaining sums are sums of d@izreencesof correlation functions
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and should be bounded even in instances where sums of the correlation functions themselves are not bounded.
On the clustering function a,, which was defined in Eq. (4.1) the following very
weak condition is imposed.
Assumption

1: The state w satisfies the clustering condition
3 n2 > 0 1 $mmNf-qla,(N,NtN-qz)

vo<Qi<;,

= 0.

(5.3)

Because the condition has to be satisfied for n1 close to l/2, the clustering condition is much weaker than the condition (4.9) or (4.12). Along the way, we will
derive which conditions have to be imposed on the correlation functions of A (see
Assumptions 2 and 3).
Fix an arbitrary 711close to l/2 and then an 772such that assumption 1 is fulfilled.
Take A = A* E A,+, with w(A) = 0. Make a Bernstein partitioning of the hypercube
A, much as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Define the functions p(n), q(n), r(n) and
s(n) (cf. Eq. (4.14) to (4.17))
r-(n) = Int[(2n + l)+-‘l]
s(n) = 0 - Int[r(n)-’
q(n)

=

= 2(f(~+-~‘),

(2n + l)] = ‘lj)(n++“),

E - Int [(2n + 1 + 2,):-‘z]

= r9(7~+-‘~),

p(n) = s(n) - q(n) = ,(n~+Q),

(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)

where Int(z), 0 - Int(z), and E - Int(x) are respectively the largest integer,
integer, and even integer which are smaller than ICE I@. Take

odd

O<~<rnin{~772,9},

(5.8)

0 < max{$ - ~2,ni) < ~1 < $.

(5.9)

Define ~(n)~ disjoint hypercubes

I’;I with edges of ‘length’ p(n)

l?L = Z” n @F=i [-n + +s(n),

-n + yis(n) + p(n) - 11,

(5.10)

where y E R, = (0,1, . . . , r(n) - 1)“. Also, define

r, =

u

ry,

A, = h,\I,.

(5.11)

-PS%
The following estimates hold
iAnI < v(q(n)

+

lInl = WLI)

= fl(nV).

1) (r(n) + 1) (2n + 1),-i

= ti(n”-fl-Ea),

(5.12)
(5.13)
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to the hxed Ic E IO,~1~ and A = A* E d(ho),

F; = 1A,1-1’2 c

~,[A]coskz

we

(5.14)

XEA
resembling Eq. (4.23). The superscript n indicates the scaling whil,e the summation runs
over the region A in the subscript. Remember that w(A) = 0. Using this notation, we
get
F;(A) G F, = F;, + Fin,

(5.15)

F,“, = c
F;;,
?+ER?l

(5.16)

[F$

(5.17)

, F,“,,] = 0

n

The argument basically proceeds through the same three steps as the proof of Theorem 4.1. For notational convenience, we work out the details only for the l-dimensional
case Y = 1. The three steps are:
Step

1:
lim u(eiFn) - w(eiFF~
)I =o.
11+00

Step

(5.18)

2:
(5.19)

Step

3:
(5.20)

Proof of Step 1: In exactly the same way as in the proof of step 1 of Theorem 4.1,
we arrive at the estimate

(5.21)
and by the same token as there, the first term [[[F,“, , Fg,]11 is zero.
In the l-dimensional case v = 1, the second term is easily seen to converge to zero
by the estimate (5.12), provided that ~1 + 62 > l/2 (see condition (5.9))
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The general case v 2 1 would require a more careful estimation. Introducing
tions
& =

u

383
the nota-

(5.23)

(Am-x),

XEA,

A,(z) = A, n (A, - Z)
C$(zA)

=

with

coskz

c

(5.24)

z E &, ,

cosk(z

(5.25)

+ x),

Mel

the square of the second term of (5.21) can be written as
&J([FX,12) = lAJ1

c

c

COSLZcosky W(A7y_Z[A])

XEA, YEA,,
= IkbJ’

c

c

cos lcx cos k(z + x) w(AT,[A])

IE&, ZE(A,-m)
= IhJ1

c

w(Ar,[A])

c

coska: cosk(z + cc)

ZE&(Z)

zEhn
= I&l-’

c

4A~z[Al)

C,“<z, An).

(5.26)

ZCL

The estimation proceeds through analogous methods as the estimation
moments in Step 3 below.
Proof of Step 2: Because of the commutation properties (5.17),
exp(iF,“n) = n
Proceed

of the second

exp(iFmZ).

along the lines of the proof of step 2 of Theorem

4.1 to find that

where N = (2n+ 1)” and (Y, is the clustering function (4.1). Using the weak clustering
condition (5.3) expression (5.27) goes to zero because of the choices (5.8) and (5.9)
for e1 and ~2. Hence, Step 2 (5.19) holds.
Proof of Step 3: Taylor’s theorem gives

with c; E [O,l]. Lemma A.l, cast in the form

&t

n

(1-s)
-YER,

=exp-(a),

(5.28)
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with
(5.29)
(5.30)
establishes that in the state w, the fluctuation F:(A) is Gaussian in the limit n + 03
(5.2) provided that the following three conditions hold.
Condition 1. There is an M < cm such that for all n E NC,and y E R,,
1W’

+$12)

1I M.

(5.31)

Condition 2.
Jil

c
w ([F;:12) = &A, A) E R.
-YE&
Condition 3. For any E > 0, there is an no E No such that for all n L: no,

(5.32)

(5.33)
Analysis of Condition 1: Reorganizing the scaling factors, we get

~~W’~(~~~~l’>~
= 4nY’I~,l-11P,Iw([~~~(A)12)
QJJ(P&WI~) >
where the last expression is nothing but the second moment of the normally scaled local
fluctuation I$!!: (A) = Fr:, . Similarly to the calculation (5.26) and with the notation
T;i = U (rx - X) E jT,
ZEr7,
I?:(Z) = r; n (I?; - Z)

c&r;) = c

independent
with z E F,

of y ,

,

(5.34)
(5.35)

coslczcosk(z+z),

(5.36)

ZG(Z)
the second moment of Frz can be rewritten as
w([&;12) = irynt-1 c w(ArZ[A]) C,“(? r:).
ZEr,
Now, for the l-dimensional
Q = a(n), 7. = r(n),

(5.37)

case v = 1 we have that k f IO, w], and with p = p(n),

r: = -n + ?(p+ q)+ (0,I,. . . ,p - I),
-n + y(p+ q) + {O,l,. . . ,p - 1 - Z} if
r;(z) =
{ -n + y(p + q) + (-2 ,..., p,p- 1) if
~in={-J.I+1,-p+2...,p-1},

(5.38)
I?, 3 2 2 0,

(5.39)

r, 3 z 5 0,
(5.40)
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T - 1). Hence,
w([&;112) = ;

:f

w(AT~[A]) C;(z,I’;).

(5.41)

z--p+1

It follows from a straightforward

calculation

that (remember

that k # 0)
if k=r,

~(1 - M’P) coskz,
C,“(z, r;) =

; ~(1 - lzl/p)

coskz

+ sin[k@ - lzl)]

(5.42)

cos[k@ - I - 2n + 2YO, +
sin k

‘?))I ,if k + ~
I

Transforming the FejCr convergence factor (1 - ]z]/p) into a Cesaro average (cf. Appendix A.2) and using Abel’s formula for partial summation (cf. Appendix A.3) the
expression for the second moment-when
k = 7r-becomes
p-1

w([+12)

2

= ; c
c
w(AT,[A])
I=0 2=--Z‘
= i $

[w(Ar,[Al)

cos kz

C:(zc, A,) -

2

Dw(A7,[A])

C,“(z, A,)].

Z=--+

X-O

In the above expression, D is the difference operator
(5.43)

Dw(A7,[A]) = u(A~t+l [Al) - w(A~z[Al)
and
C;(z, Az) = 2 cos ky = cos[k(z - x)/2]
v=--s
which is bounded

independently

sin[k(a: + z + 1)/2]
sin k/2
’

(5.44)

of 2, p, or z,
(5.45)

For the particular case k = T, the above bound is simply 1, of course. The case
k # K is slighly more involved, but is completely analogous to the case k = TT and
leads to bounds similar to (5.45).
Recapitulating,

5- ’ ‘2 [ Iw(-&JA]) C,“(z, A,)( + zc ID+-JAI)
*=--I
p x=0

C,“(z, &)I].

(5.46)
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Assumption 2: As a result of the above, we see that condition

(5.31) is satisfied

if we assume that
c

1DwWz

(5.47)

[Al) 1 < ea.

I
Note that it is the difference of the two-point correlation function which has to be
summable. The sum of the two-point correlation function itself may diverge, which would
indicate critical behaviour. It is important to stress that Lr-summability of the two-point
cluster function (condition (ii) of Definition (3.1) of normal fluctuations)
(5.48)
implies that assumption (5.47) is fulfilled. We re-entered
which was chosen to be zero before.

the expectation

value w(A)

Analysis of Condition 2: The analysis of condition 1 showed that the second moment
of the local fluctuation J’:(A) converges if assumption (5.47) is fulfilled. More in particular, this second moment was rewritten as a series which was assumed to be absolutely
convergent. Hence, the symmetric bilinear form sk is well defined on A,
si(A, A) = &nww([Fk(A)]2).

(5.49)

What remains to be shown is that
$m_

c w([Fr”:12)
L J$

u([F,(A)]~).

(5.50)

-@%I
This is trivial, however, because the ‘cosIcz’-part of C,“(z, l?;) (see Eq. (5.42)) which
contributes to the limit of the second moment (5.41) is independent of y. The ‘sin[lc(p]z])]‘-part of C,k(z,Q) does not contribute in the limit because w clusters in the mean.
Hence.

since r(n)p(n)

N 2n + 1 in the limit n + co.

Analysis of Condition 3: From the Cauchy-Schwarz

5

inequality, it follows that

?qnyw([Fr”:,14)
+vw([~~~12)~

(5.52)

Because of Condition 1, the second part of the last expression is bounded. It remains
to check whether the first part with the fourth moment tends to zero when 7~+ CS.
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One would expect it to tend to zero like ~(n)-~, because one anticipates that the fourth
moment of the normally scaled local fluctuation for L # 0 converges.
The computations and estimations for the fourth moment with the cosines are rather
cumbersome. The law of conservation of misery ensures that the number of different
terms increases from 1 to 24 = 16 when the cosines are written as complex exponentids.
However, the 16 resulting terms can be treated on the same footing.
Because the state w is translationally invariant and because p(n) E 2N + 1, the
summations over lYY,can be rewritten as summations over
= zv

A p(n)--l

”

[

-_p(;)+l, Pb-1

]V

(5.53)

2

This creates a y-dependent phase factor fr+(~). The notation K has four components
rc = (K~, K~, K,, K.,) each of which can take on the values fl, resulting in 16 possible
combinations for K.
If we introduce the notation
Gk(f,

A) s G,(f)

= (A,1-1/2 c
e*ikz [7,[A] - mj
XEA,
=o

,

(5.54)

then
r(nY w (E;

I”)

1 r(n)”

ilc(n,I+n,Y+~z=+n~U)~(7~[A]7y[A]72[A]7~[A])

=--Exe

16 P,l2

& z,y,*,u
E r’,

1 r(n)v

=

--~Cfy,n(4
16 1L12 n

c

r(nYdn)2”

w( n

n
= 16 (2n + 1)2V C&W(K)
i

-_-!---

16r(n)”

~fvd4

n

eik(n~t’+n~y’+nzr’+n,U’)w(~~,[A]T~,[A]T~,[AIT,, [A])

z’,y’,.‘,u’
EA (Fdn)-1)/2

w(

qp(,)-1),2h

4)

c

n

(5.55)

G~p~,~-,~,2~~~~4)~

C

The index < in the fourth moment of the ‘G-type’ fluctuations indicates z, y, z, or
u in that order. The y-dependent phase factor is a result of the transformations
zj = & - 7X+ qs(72) + (p(n) - 1)/2

with j = l,...,~,

(5.56)

and similarly for y, z, and U. Explicitly,
fr+(&) = exp[i C

c

‘CC2
j=l

rCj{--n + -$s(n) + @(n) - 1)/2}].

(5.57)
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We continue the computation for a fixed K and focus on the fourth moment of the
‘G-type’ fluctuations. For convenience (p(n) - 1)/2 is resealed to 12, so we have to
check whether (cf. the reformulations of condition 3 in (5.52) and (5.55))
Ku=

w (G&z)

G&)

Gn(~r) G&u))

=?

where 1 - 2~ > 0 because of (5.9). With the 4-point correlation

0x7 Y, z, u) = ~t~~[Al~YIAl~~[Al~~[Al)
= fto,Y -

0,

(5.58)

function

.z- z, u - ~1,

(5.59)

c
eik(nzz+n~y+nzz+nUu) f(z, y, z, u).
S.Y,*:,u
E A,

(5.60)

5,

the fourth moment becomes
w(v

G,&))

= &
n

This expression will be partially summed. Note that [A, TJA]] = 0 because A E &
hence
f(? Y,?U) = f(~(Z),~(Y),~(2),~(~))

and
(5.61)

where 7r E Pd is any permutation of (5, y, z, u). Again, we restrict ourselves to the
l-dimensional case v = 1. For the partial summation, we need the sum E:(z) of the
exponential efikz with k E 10, n] (cf. Appendix A.3). For CCE A,,
efikz’

= eMc(+-n)/2

sin w;;

1)/2

(5.62)

2’=-n
It1
&ik(z+;) _ ,+J++f,
= 2i sin k/2 (e
and E:(z)

)>

(5.63)

= 0 when CC# A,. We have that

IEW

.5

&

independent

of *, z, or n.

(5.64)

Applying four times Abel’s partial summation to expression (5.60) (cf. Eq. (A.25)),
sixteen (= 24) terms emerge. Because of the symmetry (5.61) these reduce to five
distinct terms

(2n + 1)2+n(~r) Gn(~v)Gn(~z)G(G)) =
E;=(n)

E;g(n) E,nz(n) E,“-(n) f(n, n, n, n)

n-1

-4 c
En”z(s) Ecu(n) E;‘(n)
2=--n.

EE” (n) Drf(z, n, 7~,n)

(5.65)
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n-1

+6

c

E~5t~)E,n~(~)E,n=tn)E,nu(n)D1D2ft~,~,n,n)

where Dj is the difference operator with respect to the j-th argument (cf. Eq. (A.26)).
We still have to check the condition (5.58). In light of the scaling factor in that
condition and because of the bound (5.64) the first 3 terms of (5.65) do not create
any problems with respect to condition 3 (Eq. (5.33)).
The last term of (5.65) can be simplified further by using the translational invariance (5.59) of the state w,
n-l

n-1-z

E,“=(z) EEv (y + x) E,“’ (z + x) EE” (u + z) DID~D~DJ(O,
c
c
zzz-n v.*,u=
-72- I

y, z, u)

2n-1
=

c

(5.66)

Y, z, u)

DlD2WW(0,

tl,.Z,u=
-%I+ 1
7Z-1-M
X

where the shorthand

c
EEz(s) E:u(y
1=--71--m

+ x) En”“@ + z) EE”(u + z) ,

notation
m = min{O, y, 2,~)

M = max{O, y, 2, u}

(5.67)

was used. From Eq. (5.63), we can write out the last factor of (5.66) as sixteen
separate terms. It is clear that there will always be terms proportional to 2n - A4 + m
These terms ‘use up’ one scaling factor
as a result of the summation C~~~;~~.
2n + 1 of Eq. (5.65). Looking back at Eqs. (5.58) and (5.65), and noticing that
_

1 _

1 - 2El
-=--1 + 2Er

2
1 f2Er

’

we see that the last term of (5.65) is under control if we require that
R.
lim n -i&i
n-CO

c
I
y,*,zl=--n

DIWW~~(~,

Y, 2, u>

= 0.

(5.69)

In (5.65) there remains one more term to be estimated-the
one with the third
order differences. Using the translational invariance (5.59) of the state w, this term
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is under control as long as the following limit holds
lim n

-2-e

IDID~JW(ZI

5

Tl-00

Y, ~7 011

= 0.

(5.70)

z,y,z=-2n

Comparing conditions (5.69) and (5.70) with Lemma 4.5, it is clear that the partial
summation has indeed relaxed the imposed conditions. Lemma 4.5, which was proved
under the Assumption (4.9), implies conditions (5.69) and (5.70). Because of the difference operators Dj, the latter conditions should be satisfied also in situations where the
state w is not L1-clustering.
Assumption 3: The behavior of the 4-point correlation

function

fh Y,z, ~1= ~(~~[Al~y[Al~=[Al~~[Al)

(5.71)

is such that conditions (5.69) and (5.70) are fulfilled.
Finally, we wish to remark that the approach with the ‘G-type fluctuations’ can also
be applied to the estimation of second moments.
A.
A.l.

Some useful relations
Some estimates for elements of a C*-algebra

Let A be a C*-algebra and A,, its self-adjoint part. For all 2, y E A,, and z E A,
t

eit(l+Y)

=

p

+

s
ds

eisz iy

,i(t-&+Y)

)

(A-1)

0

II[eiz,zlll

I Ilh zlll
i(z+y)
ei”Il5 llyll,
Ile
Il[ei”,eiYIIII II[~c,Ylll7
Ilei(z+Y)- eizeiyll5 SIl[x,y]II.
A.2.

T

(A.21
(A.3)
(A-4)
(A.51

Fejer convergence factors and Cesho averages

The FejCr convergence factor is sometimes used to define Fourier transforms on a
set of functions which are not necessarily L1-summable or L1-integrable [lo].
A, is the centered hypercube in the square lattice Z“ with edges of length 2n + 1,
A, = ZY n [-n,nlv.

64.6)

For any function f on ;z” (or sequence f when v = l),
f : zv +

c :t

H

f(z)

)

(A.7)
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the following equality holds

c
+EA,-1

,,)fJ[l- q] =fi[; 2
j=l

5 ]m.

z3=o

j=l

The left-hand side of this expression is a sum with a Fejer convergence
”

II

I4

1

n

j=l

(A-8)

zj=-,3

factor

I’

(A.9)

while the right-hand side is a Cesaro average. Since the argument does not intertwine
dimensions, we only write out the proof of equality (A.8) for one dimension

[n + zj]f(2)
ZJ

=o

tJ=-n+l

n-1
=

c

f($)

[l -

2j=-,+I
Next, we recollect
summability. Moreover,

that summability

lzjl].
n

of a sequence

(A.lO)

ZEZ”

implies Ceshro

the limits are the same,

Note that the sequence (f(z)),
does not have to be absolutely summable (i.e.
Z1-summable). For the sake of completeness, the proof of statement (A.ll) follows.
First. write
(A.12)
with

With O<X<l,
(A.14)
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The last expression tends to zero as n + 00 because g(x) Zz
0 (A.13) and
supI [g(x)1 < 00. In the above expression, [x] denotes the integer part of 2 E R.
The generalization to higher dimensions is straightforward. For 6 E N”, denote

then
lim C
5

f(z) = a E C ==+ Jl$

-

C

f(.z) fi [l - $-!I

ZEAn-1

zEAe

j=1-

= a.

(A.16)

‘-

The convergence in the premise is taken to mean that for all E > 0 there exists an
N E W such that for all < E NV with <j > N, j = 1, . . . , v,
a

(A.17)
ZEAC

A.3.

Abel’s partial summation

Abel’s partial summation is nothing but a discrete version of partial integration of
ordinary calculus.
Let A E D(E’) be a finite subset of the Y-dimensional square lattice E’. Consider
two functions f and g on the lattice,
f ) g : ;z” --) C : .z ++ f(Z), g(z)

(A.18)

and define
(A.19)
A[%] = (2 E A 1 zj 5 xj for all j = 1, . . . v)*
For the l-dimensional

(A.20)

case v = 1,
g(x) = GA(Z) - Gn(z - 1)

if z E A.

(A.21)

While for the 2-dimensional case I/ = 2, when z E A,

g(x) = GA(X) - Gn(x -

el) - GA(X - e2) + GA(X - el - e2),

(A.22)

with el = (1,O) and e2 = (0,l). The higher dimensional cases produce similar expressions which can be interpreted as discrete versions of partial derivatives. For notational
convenience, we will proceed with the l-dimensional case Y = 1.
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When v = 1, by equation (A.21),
c

f(z) s(z) = 1

ZEh

f(z) [GA(Z) - GA@ -

ZEA
= c f(z) GA(Z)-

c

ZEA
= -

111
f(z + 1) GA(~)

ZE(A-1)
c

[f(z

+ 1) - f(z)]

GA(~)

z~Afl(A-1)
+

c

f(z)

GA(~)

-

c

f(z

+ 1) GA(Z).

(A.23)

&(A-l)\A

&A\(A-1)

When the set A is an ‘interval’
A = Zn[a,b]

with

a,b~Z,

(A.24)

then
5 f(z) g(z) = f(b) GA@) - 2 [f(z + 1) - f(z)] GA(Z)
==a
==a
b-1
5

GA(~)

f(b)

-

1
Df(z)
.Z=a

(A.25)

GA(~).

In this expression, D is a difference operator
Df(z)

= f(z + 1) - f(z) >

(A.26)

and
GA(~)

(A.27)

= &7(Y).
y=a

A useful lemma

A.4.

On the complex plane, define the logarithm function with a cut along the negative
real axis ] - CQ,O]. Then, for zi E C with jzil < 1,
ln(l-zi)

= -Et*:,

(A.28)

l=l

Inn(l

- zi) = xln

i=l
LEMMA

a,(x)

(1 - zi)

A.l. Consider a sequence of functions

E Cc, la,(x)l

L M < 00, and

pJw

(mod 2G).

(A.29)

i=l

c
XEA,

(

a,(x)

a,(x) = (u) E

>n

@,

such that a n:xEh,H

(A.30)
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then

JiiI

n

(1 - s)

= exp-

(a).

(A.31)

SEA,
Proof: Take n large enough such that M < I&[. The properties
of the logarithm function give the equalities modulo 27ri,

(A.28) and (A.29)

lnJJ(l--s)=gln(l-s)
n
= &;
XEL
= +,I-1

(E&Jr
l=l

c
XEA,

a,(z)

-

c
ZEA,

E

f

(gg.

1=2

The last term goes to zero as 124 00

= M2 lA,J1

(1 - M/I&.&r

=?’

0.

Using this estimate and the continuity of the exponential function, the existence of the
limit (A.31) follows

= exp(-

(u)).
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